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QUESTION 1

You are running a mission-critical database application in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). You take regular backups
of your DB system to OCI Object Storage. Recently, you notice a failed database backup status in the console. 

What troubleshooting action can you perform to determine the cause of the backup failure? 

A. Ensure that the database is not active and running while the backup is in progress. 

B. Ensure that your database host can connect to OCI Object Storage. 

C. Ensure that the dcsagent program is not restarted in case of a stop/waiting status. 

D. Ensure the database archiving mode is set to NOARCHIVELOG. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A global media organization is working on a project which lets users upload their videos to the site. After upload is
complete, the video should be automatically processed by an Al algorithm. The algorithm will try to recognize certain
actions in the videos so that it can be used to show related advertisements in future. The development team wants to
focus on writing Al code and not worry about underlying infrastructure for high availability, scalability, security and
monitoring. 

Which Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) services would meet these requirements? 

A. OCI Object Storage, OCI Events service and OCI Functions. 

B. Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes, OCI Notifications and OCI Object Storage. 

C. OCI Events, Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes and OCI Digital Assistant. 

D. OCI Resource Manager, OCI Functions and OCI Events service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Oracle database system in a virtual cloud network (VCN) that needs to be accessible on port 1521 from
your on-premises network CIDR 172.17.0.0/24. 

You have the following configuration currently. 

Virtual cloud network (VCD) is associated with a Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG), and DRG has an active IPSec
connection with your on-premises data center. 

Oracle database system is hosted in a private subnet 

The private subnet route table has the following configuration 
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The private subnet route table has following configuration. 

However, you are still unable to connect to the Oracle Database system. Which action will resolve this issue? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 
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D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has an urgent requirement to migrate 100 TB of data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) in two weeks.
They have a 100 Mbps Internet line but the connection is intermittent due to problems with their internet provider. In this
scenario, what is the most time-efficient mechanism to migrate data to OCI? 

A. Set up an IPSec VPN tunnel between your data center and OCI. Upload all data to OCI using OCI Storage Gateway. 

B. Set up an OCI Storage Gateway to connect your data center to your Virtual Cloud Network and upload data. 

C. Upload data using OCI Object Storage multipart upload capability. 

D. Set up hybrid network by launching a 1 Gbps FastConnect virtual circuit between your data center and OCI. Use OCI
Object Storage multipart upload capability to automate the migration of your data to OCI. 

E. Use OCI File Storage Service to copy data from your data center to OCI. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The Finance department of your company has reached out to you. They have customer sensitive data on compute
Instances In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) which they want to store in OCI Storage for long term retention and
archival. 

To meet security requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public internet, even if encrypted. 

which they want to store In OCI Object Storage fin long term retention and archival 

To meet security requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public Internet, even it encrypted. 

Which option meets this requirements? 

A. Configure a NAT instance and all traffic between compute In Private subnet should use this NAT instance with
Private IP as the route target. 

B. Use NAT gateway with appropriate route table when transferring data. Then use NAT gateways\\' toggle (on/off) once
data transfer is complete. 

C. Use Service gateway with appropriate route table. 

D. Use Storage gateway with appropriate firewall rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

Service Gateway is virtual router that you can add to your VCN. It provides a path for private network traffic between
your VCN and supported services in the Oracle Services Network like Object Storage) so compute Instances in a
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private subnet in your VCN can back up data to Object Storage without needing public IP addresses or access to the
intern 
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